
18 March 2023) ICT Mumbai Workshop - Mini workshop Building a startup with a demo
Rating Scale: 1 Bad | 2 Well below average  | 3 Below average | 4 Average  | 5 Good | 6 Very Good  | 7 Excellent

Section 1 - Event 

Avg ( Min, Max) CountCategory

Please Provide any other suggestions, comments or any other topics you wish to suggest for a future talk/ workshop? 

Hands on training can be provide

Funding related terms and conditions

I wish that next time it should be for at least 7days.

6.6(5,7)35

6.6(5,7)35

Overall Satisfaction with Event

Satisfaction with Content

6.6(5,7)35

6.2(4,7)35

Satisfaction with Speakers/mentors 

Satisfaction with structure,design and pace of event

6.6(5,7)35Satisfaction with demonstration

Arrange online session for students

Someone don't have any idea...some information about training

Entrepreneurial and start-up challenges

How to build brand value.

Why height of Indian getter shorter?

Regarding application of patent

It's good

Hands on training of the instruments

Figure and scope of biotechnology in india

Biotechnological program

Cell culturing

No it was good enough

NMR

Training of analytical instruments

Research development methodology

Recombinant DNA engineering

How to develop a creative thinking for startup?

Please conduct more workshops with live demonstration of sophisticated instruments

It was an insightful session



It is already excellent.

Please conduct a workshop for around 2-3 days with the accessibility for handling instruments by students on their own, it would help us a lot.

Well satisfied with all mentors and demonstrations.

Please conduct training for equipment handling

Overall it was nice experience

Would be good if we could do some hands on work along with the demonstrations.

It is really helpful at this stage

The overall workshop was brilliant and thanks to all the venture members who guided us very well

More time for interaction with entrepreneurs

Please conduct workshop for 2- 3 days

Extremely informative and detailed seminars and demos.

No everything was fine

The session was very informative and helpful.

It was very informative and productive session. I am so grateful to attend this.

Nothing... it was a good experience

Everything was excellent. If possible just give hands on training so that we will get real experience. Thank you sooo much for inviting us for this workshop.

Good


